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Linearized response growth inferred from growth-of-masking
slopes in ears with cochlear hearing loss
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~Received 5 July 1996; revised 24 September 1996; accepted 2 December 1996!

Growth of masking for OFF-frequency conditions~probe frequency above the masker spectrum!
and ON-frequency conditions~probe within the masker spectrum! was investigated using
simultaneous masking in three subjects with normal hearing and nine subjects with high-frequency
sensorineural hearing loss. Growth-of-masking functions~probe thresholds as a function of masker
intensity! for OFF-frequency conditions were obtained for probe tones placed at six frequencies
above a 200-Hz-wide masker with an upper edge at 520 Hz. Growth-of-masking functions for
ON-frequency conditions were obtained for probe tones placed within the 200-Hz-wide masker and
for probe tones placed within 400-Hz-wide maskers with upper edges at 1040, 1300, 1627, and 2040
Hz ~probe tones placed 20 Hz below the upper edge frequency!. Growth-of-masking functions were
fit with a power function of masker intensity added to an internal noise with intensity equal to the
absolute threshold for the probe, and were well described by two free parameters and a threshold
constant: the growth-of-masking slope~b!, a masking sensitivity constant~k! that indicated the
minimum effective masker level at which masking began, and the intensity of the probe at absolute
threshold (I T). For OFF-frequency masking conditions, growth-of-masking slopes~b! decreased by
a factor of 0.8 for every 10 dB of hearing loss. Comparisons with data from previous studies of
upward spread of masking, and assumptions about underlying physiological mechanisms, led to the
conclusion that more gradual than normal growth-of-masking slopes reflect larger~steeper!
growth-of-response slopes at the probe frequency in regions of hearing loss. Derived
response-growth exponents increased by a factor of 1.2 for every 10 dB of hearing loss~HL!, from
an exponent around 0.25 at 0 dB HL to an exponent around 1.0 at 75 dB HL~linear response
growth!. Masking sensitivity constants~k!, the minimum effective masker levels, indicated that
masking began at slightly higher masker levels in subjects with sensorineural hearing loss than in
subjects with normal hearing. It was concluded that higher masked thresholds in regions of hearing
loss were due primarily to a loss of active gain at the probe frequency and were not due to an
excessive response at the probe frequency to the lower-frequency masker. For ON-frequency
masking conditions, growth-of-masking slopes were not different from normal in hearing-impaired
subjects. ON-frequency masking began when the effective power within an auditory filter at the
probe frequency reached elevated absolute threshold at the probe frequency. Critical ratios were
normal except for one subject with the most hearing loss. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!04304-X#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Sr@WJ#
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INTRODUCTION

Masking produced by low-frequency sounds at high
frequency regions, often referred to asupward spread of
masking, has been thoroughly investigated since Wegel a
Lane~1924! demonstrated that masking spreads more tow
higher frequencies than lower frequencies. In listeners w
high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss, upward sprea
masking is typically considered to be ‘‘excessive’’ becau
higher masked thresholds are seen in regions of hearing
than observed in normal-hearing listeners for the same l
frequency masker~Jergeret al., 1960; Harbert and Young
1965; Martin and Pickett, 1970; Florentine, 1978; Florent
et al., 1980; Smits and Duifhuis, 1982; Gagne, 1983; Han
ley and Dorman, 1983; Picard and Couture-Metz, 19
Trees and Turner, 1986; Buus and Florentine, 1988, 19
Klein et al., 1990; Dubno and Schaefer, 1991; Murnane a
Turner, 1991; Klein and Dubno, 1993; Dubno and Ahlstro
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1995a,b; Dubno and Schaefer, 1995!. This means that a lis-
tener with a high-frequency hearing loss may not hear cer
higher-frequency sounds in the presence of a low-freque
masker, even though those sounds may be more intense
the elevated high-frequency threshold, a situation that m
be particularly relevant to the problem of listening to spee
in background noise.

If the amount of masking in the region of hearing loss
considered, i.e., the amount of threshold shift, then it is ty
cal to observelessmasking in regions of high-frequenc
hearing loss than observed in normal-hearing listeners~Mar-
tin and Pickett, 1970; Nelson and Bilger, 1974; Smits a
Duifhuis, 1982; Gagne, 1983; Trees and Turner, 1986; Kl
et al., 1990; Dubno and Schaefer, 1992!. Furthermore, in
normal-hearing listeners, upward spread of masking is g
erally characterized by nonlinear growth of masking w
21864)/2186/16/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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 Redistri
masker intensity~Wegel and Lane, 1924; Zwicker, 1970!,
i.e., for every 1-dB increase in masker intensity the sig
must be increased by more than 1 dB. By contrast, in list
ers with sensorineural hearing loss, the rate at which ma
ing grows with masker intensity~the growth-of-masking
slope! is more gradual than it is in normal-hearing listene
~Nelson and Bilger, 1974; Smits and Duifhuis, 1982; Stelm
chowicz et al., 1987; Buus and Florentine, 1989; Murna
and Turner, 1991!. Thus, we are faced with a situation
which masked thresholds for low-frequency maskers
higher in regions of high-frequency hearing loss, but
amount of masking is usually less and the rate at wh
masking grows with masker intensity is more gradual.

The physiological mechanisms underlying these res
are not clear. One interpretation is that the higher-th
normal masked thresholds are due to excessive upw
spread of excitation into higher frequency regions, wh
auditory fibers tuned to those higher-frequency regions
responding excessively to the low-frequency masker~Trees
and Turner, 1986! due to hypersensitive neural tuning-cur
tails, as is sometimes seen in cases of acoustic trauma~Salvi
et al., 1977; Cody and Johnstone, 1980; Liberman a
Dodds, 1984!. Another interpretation is that sensitivity t
excitation is reduced by damage to cochlear amplifiers in
hearing-loss region, thereby elevating absolute threshol
those frequencies. In addition, the response growth in th
regions, once signals are intense enough to overcome
sensitivity loss, is steeper than normal, thereby reducing
rate at which masked threshold grows with masker intens
This latter interpretation, which is consistent with changes
basilar membrane~BM! transfer characteristics associat
with cochlear damage~Ruggero and Rich, 1990, 1991; Ru
gero et al., 1993, 1996!, was recently proposed by Nelso
and Schroder~1996!, as alinearized response growth~LRG!
model of upward spread of masking. The model accounts
reduced release from masking in regions of high-freque
hearing loss for maskers with fluctuating envelopes~Buus,
1985; Moore and Glasberg, 1987!, and is consistent with
interpretations of reduced additivity of masking in hearin
impaired ears~Oxenham and Moore, 1995!. Nelson and
Schroder derived growth-of-masking slope-reduction fact
that would be needed to account for reduced masking rel
in regions of hearing loss and found that those slo
reduction factors were consistent with more gradual grow
of-masking slopes in regions of hearing loss reported by p
vious investigators~Murnane and Turner, 1991!. Their slope-
reduction factors were interpreted as normalized growth
masking slopes that followed the form

bhls5a*bnrm, ~1!

wherebnrm is the growth-of-masking slope at a particul
frequency in the normal ear,a is the derived reduction facto
for a hearing-impaired ear, andbhls is the growth-of-masking
slope in a hearing-impaired ear. The derived slope reduc
factora was a function of the amount of hearing loss as

a520.0125~dB HL!10.93, ~2!

which implies that the slope of the growth of masking in
2187 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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region of hearing loss~bhls! decreases proportionately wit
amount of hearing loss.

The purpose of the present investigation was to exam
characteristics of upward spread of masking in regions
cochlear hearing loss,once signals are made sufficiently in
tense to overcome the hearing loss. In many patients with
cochlear hearing loss, current hearing-aid technology can
lectively amplify signals to make them audible at hearin
loss frequencies to overcome frequency-dependent sens
ity losses. What is not well defined is how susceptible tho
amplified signals might be to masking from unamplifie
lower-frequency sounds. Specifically, we wished to det
mine whether slopes of the growth of masking in regions
hearing loss decrease proportionately with hearing loss
implied by the reduction factora derived by Nelson and
Schroder~1996!, and to examine upward-spread-of-maski
in terms of the LRG model of masking that associa
steeper response growth with cochlear hearing loss. To
end, the growth of upward spread of masking with mas
intensity was measured in listeners with cochlear hear
losses, growth-of-masking slopes and masking sensiti
constants~the masker level at which masking begins! were
examined as a function of the amount of hearing loss,
the results were compared with data from previous inve
gations.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

Three normal-hearing listeners and nine listeners w
bilateral sensorineural hearing loss served as subjects. T
absolute thresholds are shown in Fig. 1. Five of the listen
with hearing loss exhibited normal absolute thresholds at
500-Hz masker frequency and below, with cochlear hear
loss at higher frequencies. Four listeners exhibited mild
moderate hearing losses at the masker frequency as we
significant hearing losses at higher frequencies. Their a
and etiologies are given in Table I.

FIG. 1. Absolute thresholds from normal-hearing~dark filled symbols! and
hearing-impaired listeners for 200-ms duration tone bursts, measured w
3AFC adaptive threshold procedure, are shown as a function of the
quency of the test signal. The wide shaded curve shows average no
hearing thresholds as a function of frequency as defined by ANSI~1989!
norms. Small dark triangles indicate intensity limits of the instrumentat
~e.g.,p jbr at 2000 Hz and above!.
2187elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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B. Stimuli

Masked thresholds as a function of masker level,
growth-of-masking functions, were obtained for narro
band~NB! noise maskers with bandwidths of 200 or 400 H
The 200-Hz-wide NB noise was centered at 420 Hz, with
upper edge at 520 Hz. It was constructed by multiplying
100-Hz low-pass noise~135 dB/oct slope! with a pure tone at
420 Hz. The 400-Hz wide NB noises were centered at 8
1100, 1427, or 1840 Hz. They were constructed by multip
ing a 200-Hz low-pass noise with pure tones at the appro
ate center frequencies. The mean number of envelope p
per second in the maskers was about 0.64 of the bandw
of the low-pass noises~Rice, 1954!, or about 64 and 128 Hz
for the 200- and 400-Hz NB noises, which were construc
from 100- and 200-Hz low-pass noise, respectively.

Masker and probe~signal! frequencies were chosen s
that growth of masking could be examined for six OF
frequency and six ON-frequency masking conditions. For
OFF-frequency conditions the probe frequency was hig
than the passband of the masker, i.e., in the ‘‘upper acces
region’’ of the masker~Zwicker, 1970!. The 200-Hz NB
noise with an upper edge at 520 Hz was used as a ma
with probe frequencies at 650, 814, 1020, 1280, 1607,
2020 Hz. At 650 Hz, masker energy was attenuated by
dB; at the five test frequencies from 814 to 2020 Hz, mas
energy was attenuated by more than 87 dB. Thus, at thes
frequencies the probe tones were effectively above the p
band of the masker, representing OFF-frequency mas
conditions. For the ON-frequency conditions, the probe f
quencies were within the passband of the masker, i.e., wi
the ‘‘main excitation region’’ of a masker~Zwicker, 1970!.
Two of the ON-frequency conditions were within the spe
trum of the 200-Hz NB noise at probe frequencies of 500 a
520 Hz. The four remaining ON-frequency conditions u
lized probe frequencies at four of the same frequencies te
for OFF-frequency masking~1020, 1280, 1607, and 202
Hz!, but the maskers were 400-Hz NB noises with upp
edges at 1040, 1300, 1627, and 2040. Thus, in all cases
cept 520 Hz, the probe frequency was 20 Hz below the up
edge of the masker passband, representing ON-frequ
masking conditions.

Maskers and signals were gated with 10-ms cosi
squared rise/decay ramps. The duration of the maskers
signals at peak amplitude were 500 and 250 ms, respectiv
The signals were temporally centered within the mask
Pure tones for signals and for constructing the NB no

TABLE I. Demographics of subjects with sensorineural hearing loss.

HF HI subjects Age Sex Etiology

gmbl 62 Female Hereditary/presbycusis
pjbr 37 Female Ototoxicity
rehl 56 Male Unknown/presbycusis?
rwpr 66 Male Presbycusis
jkhr 47 Female Hereditary
rjcr 25 Male Hereditary
sxor 44 Female Unknown
jpkr 53 Male Barotrauma
jror 65 Male Unknown
2188 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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maskers were produced by frequency synthesizers~Rock-
land!. The signals and maskers were routed separa
through programmable attenuators, added together in a r
tive mixer and presented monaurally through a UTC L-
transformer and a TDH-49 earphone mounted in an M
AR-1 cushion. Subjects were seated in a double-wa
sound-treated booth and conveyed their responses to
computer by pressing buttons on a custom response pan

C. Psychophysical procedures

Thresholds were determined with a three-alternat
forced-choice adaptive procedure. A trial consisted o
500-ms warning interval followed by three 520-ms obser
tion intervals, each separated by a 250-ms silent inter
Maskers occurred in all three intervals. The signal was p
sented with the masker in one of the three intervals, cho
randomly from trial to trial. Correct-answer feedback w
provided following each trial.

Growth-of-masking functions were collected with tw
different adaptive procedures: a fixed probe level proced
and a fixed masker level procedure. For the fixed probe p
cedure, probe level was held constant and masker level
adjusted to reach masked threshold. Probe levels were te
in 5-dB steps beginning at probe levels 5 dB or more ab
absolute threshold~averaged over multiple test sessions!. At
probe frequencies where large amounts of hearing loss
isted, probe levels were sometimes tested in 3-dB steps~e.g.,
subjectp jbr at 1280 and 1607 Hz in Fig. 2!. For the fixed
masker procedure, masker level was held constant and p
level was adjusted to reach masked threshold. Masker le
were tested in 5-dB steps, beginning with maskers more t
10 dB below the point where any masking began. At pro
frequencies where large amounts of hearing loss exis
masker levels were sometimes tested in 3-dB steps~j ror at
1607 Hz!. The fixed-masker procedure was implement
with five of the hearing-impaired listeners~jkhr, r jcr , sxor,
jpkr and j ror ! to examine more closely the transition regio
on the masking curve where masking begins. The adap
procedures estimated the 71% correct threshold with a t
down/one-up ~fixed masker! or two-up/one-down~fixed
probe! tracking procedure that averaged the last 6 out of
reversals, during which the level varied in 2-dB steps for
fixed-masker-level procedure and 1-dB steps for the fix
probe-level procedure. The first six reversals were used
move quickly into the range of threshold. For the fixe
masker-level procedure, an 8-dB step size existed for the
four reversals and a 2-dB step size existed for the next
reversals, both with a one-down/one-up stepping rule.
the fixed-probe-level procedure, a 4-dB step size existed
the first four reversals and a 1-dB step size existed for
next two reversals, both with a one-up/one-down stepp
rule. Each data point represents the mean of at least t
threshold estimates.

D. Fitting procedure for growth-of-masking functions

Growth-of-masking curves were specified in terms
probe intensity at masked threshold as a function of mas
intensity, in order to simplify comparisons with previou
2188elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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 Redistri
studies of the slopes of the growth of masking in heari
impaired listeners~Smits and Duifhuis, 1982; Stelmachowic
et al., 1987; Murnane and Turner, 1991!. Growth-of-
masking curves were fitted with least-squares regressions
tween probe intensity at masked threshold (I P) and masker
intensity (I M) to derive the fitting parametersk andb, using
probe thresholds 5 dB or more above absolute thresh
Then the intensity at absolute threshold (I T) was added to
represent an internal noise, as in

I P5kIM
b 1I T ,, ~3!

with the slope of the growth of masking given byb. All
intensity units (I ) are expressed here as power ratios
tween the measured quantity~dB SPL! and the reference
intensity at 0 dB SPL~10212 W/cm2!, e.g., I M510~0.1*Lm!,
where Lm is the masker level in dB SPL. Equation~3! im-
plies that the intensity of the probe at masked threshold,I P ,
is equal to the sum of the internal representation of
masker,kIM

b , and an internal noise that determines absol
threshold,I T . Typically, as was done in the present stud
growth-of-masking parameters are derived by fitting mas
thresholds~in dB SPL! as a function of masker level~in dB
SPL! with a linear least-squares regression, using only th
masked thresholds for which masking is greater than abo
dB. This avoids the curvilinear portion of the masking fun
tion where masked thresholds are close to absolute thres
Equation~3! is one way to represent masked thresholds cl
to absolute threshold, where the internal representation o
masker and the internal noise appear to sum together to
duce a curvilinear masking function.

From Eq.~3!, sensitivity to masking can be specified
the intensity of the masker where the internal representa
of the masker,kIM

b , is equal to absolute thresholdI T , as in

I M5~ I T /k!1/b, ~4a!

or in decibels as

k510 log$~ I T /k!1/b%. ~4b!

The value ofk is the masker level~in dB SPL! where linear
extrapolation of the masking curve intersects with abso
threshold, which has been referred to as the Minimum Eff
tive Masker Level~MEML ! by Buus and Florentine~1988!,
and is one convenient and objective way of specifying
masker level at which masking begins for comparisons
tween normal-hearing and hearing-impaired data. In
present context, as with psychophysical tuning curves, s
sitivity to masking is inversely proportional tok ~or MEML!,
in that a largerk means that the masker level required to ju
begin masking has to be increased, therefore, sensitivit
masking is less~in the same sense that an elevated abso
threshold,I T , indicates a loss of sensitivity!.

This reasoning assumes that an elevated absolute th
old at the probe frequency,I T , reflects changes in cochlea
sensitivity for neural fibers with a characteristic frequen
~CF! near the probe frequency. That is, neural excitation b
probe tone begins when its intensity reaches absolute thr
old at the probe frequency. It is further assumed that se
tivity of the same fibers to a low-frequency masker, a
frequency well below CF, can be inferred from the level
2189 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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the low-frequency masker at which the CF threshold beg
to be masked, which is specified byk. This inference re-
quires some knowledge about the masker/probe intensity
tio needed to reach masked threshold, which can be e
mated from conditions in which both masker and pro
stimuli are at the same frequency region.

In tuning-curve terms, a largerk for a low-frequency
masker indicates~for example! an elevated tail to the tuning
curve, which indicates less sensitivity to masking by the lo
frequency stimulus. The inverse, a smallerk, indicates more
sensitivity to masking, a situation referred to as hyperse
tive tuning-curve tails ~Salvi et al., 1977; Cody and
Johnstone, 1980; Liberman and Dodds, 1984!. The most
common results observed in physiological experiments
volving moderate cochlear damage~Salvi et al., 1977; Cody
and Johnstone, 1980; Schmiedt and Zwislocki, 19
Schmiedt et al., 1980; Liberman, 1984; Liberman an
Dodds, 1984! have been elevated tuning-curve tips and n
mal tail levels. The elevated thresholds at tuning-curves
indicates a loss of sensitivity for CF tones, which should
reflected psychophysically by an elevatedI T . The demon-
stration of threshold levels at tail frequencies that were
same as in normal cochleas indicates normal sensitivity
tail-frequency tones, which should be reflected psychoph
cally by normalk values for low-frequency maskers.

Because we wished to make comparisons of sensiti
to masking for ON-frequency conditions at different pro
frequencies, it was necessary to adjust values ofk for
equivalent effective power within an auditory-filter ban
width at each probe frequency, as in

kERB5k110 log$„~ERB/2!120…/BW%, ~5!

where ERB is the equivalent rectangular bandwidth of
auditory filter centered at the probe frequency~Glasberg and
Moore, 1990!, and BW is the masker bandwidth. This wa
done by assuming that the auditory filter was centered at
probe frequency, that the critical masking band extended
the upper edge of the masking band~20 Hz above the probe
except at a probe frequency of 520 Hz!, and that it extended
to one-half anERB below the probe. For the present pu
poses, ERB calculations in subjects with hearing loss w
the same as those for normal-hearing subjects.

II. RESULTS

A. Typical growth-of-masking functions

To illustrate the adequacy of Eq.~3! for representing
masked thresholds as a function of masker level, both
ON-frequency and OFF-frequency conditions, Fig. 2 sho
typical growth-of-masking functions obtained from on
normal-hearing listener (hiwr) and two hearing-impaired
listeners~jkhr andp jbr!. The fits to individual growth-of-
masking functions using Eq.~3! are shown by the solid
curves in each panel. Those curves represent the indivi
masked thresholds with considerable accuracy over the ra
of masker levels tested, which indicates that the parame
k, b, and I T can accurately specify changes in individu
masking curves from both normal-hearing and heari
impaired listeners, including masked thresholds near ab
2189elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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FIG. 2. Representative growth-of-masking functions for normal-hearing listeners~NH! and listeners with high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss~HI!. Left
panels: Growth-of-masking functions for ON-frequency masking conditions. Probe frequencies~Fp! and masker center frequencies~Fm! are labeled within
each panel. Dashed lines show the average normal growth-of-masking slope of 0.96 dB/dB. Right panels: Growth-of-masking functions for OFF-
masking conditions. Dashed lines show the average normal growth-of-masking slope at 1280 and 1607 Hz of 1.67 dB/dB. Panels a and b show
masking functions from a listener with normal hearing (hiwr). Panels c and d, and panels e and f, show growth-of-masking functions from two listener
sensorineural hearing loss~jkhr andp jbr, respectively!. Solid curves in each panel are least-squares fits to the equation shown within panel a. The p
the left of each curve are the absolute thresholds at the probe frequency. Error bars indicate6 one standard deviation from the mean threshold.
2190 2190J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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lute probe threshold. The three normal-hearing listeners
four of the hearing-impaired listeners~gmbl, p jbr, rehl,
rwpr! were tested with the fixed-probe-level procedure. T
average standard deviation across repeated threshold
mates for both groups was 1.5 dB, with 95% of the stand
deviations less than 2.6 dB. The remaining four heari
impaired listeners were tested with the fixed-masker-le
procedure. The average standard deviation across repe
threshold estimates for this group was 1.3 dB, with 95%
the standard deviations less than 2.4 dB. One standard d
tion above and below each average masked-threshold
mate can be seen, for some of the functions in Fig. 2, as
horizontal~for fixed-probe-level data! or vertical ~for fixed-
masker-level data! error bars.

Figure 2 also illustrates the principal differences b
tween growth-of-masking functions in normal-hearing a
hearing-impaired listeners, which have been reported in
literature ~Nelson and Bilger, 1974; Smits and Duifhui
1982; Stelmachowiczet al., 1987; Murnane and Turner
1991! and are the focus of a more detailed examination h
Slopes of the growth of masking for OFF-frequency con
tions are more gradual in hearing-impaired listeners than
normal-hearing listeners. This can be seen by comparing
masking curves for a normal-hearing ear in Fig. 2~b! with the
masking curves for hearing-impaired ears in Fig. 2~d! and
~e!. To facilitate comparisons, the average normal mask
slope of 1.67 at 1280 and 1607 Hz~from Table III! is shown
by the dashed line in each panel. Notice that masking cu
from the two hearing-impaired ears in Fig. 2~d! and ~e!, at
frequencies where absolute threshold is elevated, have
matically shallower slopes than those from the norm
hearing ear in Fig. 2~b!. By way of contrast, slopes of th
growth of masking for ON-frequency conditions are ess
tially the same in hearing-impaired listeners and norm
hearing listeners. This is illustrated by comparing the ma
ing curves for a normal-hearing ear in Fig. 2~a! with the
masking curves for hearing-impaired ears in Fig. 2~c! and
~e!. For comparison, the average normal masking slope
0.96 ~from Table III! is shown by the dashed line in eac
panel. All masking curves are parallel to one another, exc
in a few cases where large amounts of hearing loss existe
the probe frequency@e.g., Fm51100, Fp51280 forp jbr in
Fig. 2~e!#.

B. ON-frequency growth-of-masking parameters

Since growth-of-masking parameters for ON-frequen
conditions were not markedly different in hearing-impair
and normal-hearing ears, they will be examined briefly
fore OFF-frequency results are considered. Table II conta
the fitting parametersb and kERB for the ON-frequency
masking conditions. For normal-hearing ears, aver
growth-of-masking slopes~b! varied between 0.93 and 0.9
across probe frequencies, but no significant trend ac
probe frequency was observed. The average slope acros
frequency was 0.96. Similarly, the average masking sens
ity constant, specified bykERB, which ranged between 6 an
13.8 dB SPL and averaged 8.7 dB, did not exhibit a sign
cant trend across probe frequency. In both cases a si
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factor ANOVA failed to yield a significant effect of prob
frequency~p.0.19!.

Growth-of-masking slopes~b! for ON-frequency condi-
tions were generally not different in hearing-impaired e
compared to those in normal-hearing ears. This is eviden
Fig. 3~a!, which shows slopes normalized to the avera
slope from normal-hearing ears at each probe frequency~b8!,
along with the 95% confidence limits expressed as62.1
standard deviations~N518! from the average slope acros
probe frequency~0.96!. Normalized slopes are plotted as
function of probe threshold. Although most of the slop
were within the normal range, even when thresholds
ceeded 60 dB SPL, some of the subjects with higher abso
thresholds at the probe frequency~.50 dB SPL! exhibited
slopes that were at or below the lower limit of normal~22.1
sd!, e.g., see the masking curve for subjectp jbr at Fm
51100, Fp51280 in Fig. 2~e!. These latter data points wer
largely responsible for the significant linear regression
tween normalized slopes and probe threshold@see inset, Fig.
3~a!#.

The masker level at which masking begins in t
hearing-impaired ear for ON-frequency conditions, e
pressed as the effective power within a normal auditory-fi

TABLE II. Growth-of-masking parameters for ON-frequency conditio
~signal within masker spectrum! from normal-hearing subjects~bold! and
subjects with sensorineural hearing loss~italics!. Fm5masker center fre-
quency~200-Hz bandwidth for 420 Hz; 400-Hz bandwidth for others!. Fp
5probe frequency.b5growth-of-masking slope.kERB5level of masker
~Lm! at probe threshold~Tp! where masking begins~in dB SPL!, corrected
for equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB!.

ON-frequency conditions~signal within masker spectrum!
Fm5
Fp5

420 Hz
500 Hz

420 Hz
520 Hz

840 Hz
1020 Hz

1100 Hz
1280 Hz

1427 Hz
1607 Hz

1840 Hz
2020 Hz

Subject b b b b b b
hiwr 101 0.98 1.00 0.88 0.96 0.98
jlkr 0.87 0.99 1.07 1.05 0.99 0.96
rafr 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.95 0.87
NH Ave 0.94 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.93
gmbl 1.00 0.97 0.99 1.09 1.00 1.05
pjbr 0.95 0.98 1.00 0.83 ••• •••
rehl 0.95 0.94 0.98 0.91 0.95 1.07
rwpr 0.93 0.92 0.97 0.94 1.02 1.00
jkhr 0.95 0.94 0.84 0.95 0.72 0.95
rjcr 0.90 0.90 1.01 0.98 0.87 0.93
sxor ••• 0.96 0.97 1.01 0.95 0.93
jpkr 0.96 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.94 1.00
jror 0.97 1.04 0.81 0.89 0.91 0.72

Subject kERB kERB kERB kERB kERB kERB
hiwr 7.5 8.0 4.1 9.2 16.9 16.1
jlkr 3.3 9.2 11.8 8.0 3.9 10.6
rafr 7.1 8.6 5.9 4.9 8.5 14.7
NH Ave 6.0 8.6 7.1 7.3 9.7 13.8
gmbl 13.9 17.4 9.6 22.1 32.6 46.9
pjbr 22.7 23.2 40.7 56.3 ••• •••
rehl 2.0 4.6 4.5 3.8 11.3 15.7
rwpr 16.7 19.5 12.3 12.2 26.1 28.9
jkhr 28.1 29.5 46.6 57.8 53.8 55.8
rjcr 44.6 40.9 56.3 56.3 59.2 58.8
sxor ••• 13.0 10.1 24.8 44.3 53.2
jpkr 52.1 52.4 58.4 62.2 62.8 68.2
jror 55.0 56.9 54.1 58.9 61.3 57.3
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FIG. 3. Fitting parameters for growth-of-masking functions from normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners for ON-frequency masking co
Fm5center frequency of the masker. Fp5probe frequency. Data for normal-hearing~NH! subjects are shown by plus symbols. Data for hearing-impa
subjects are shown by filled symbols, coded by probe frequency. Panel a: Normalized slope~b8! is the slope of the growth of masking normalized to th
average slope obtained from normal-hearing ears at each probe frequency. Normalized slopes are plotted as a function of probe threshold. Resul
regression between normalized slope~b8! and probe threshold~Tp! are given within the panel. Panel b: ERB sensitivity~kERB!, or masking sensitivity~k!
adjusted for equal power within an auditory-filter bandwidth at each probe frequency, is plotted as a function of probe threshold. ERB5equivalent rectangular-
bandwidth~Moore and Glasberg, 1983!. Results of a linear regression between ERB sensitivity~kERB! and probe threshold~Tp!, with the intercept forced
through zero, are given within the panel. The dark solid line shows the linear regression with a slope of 0.995.
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bandwidth, increased with increasing absolute threshold
the probe frequency. This is shown in Fig. 3~b! by the strong
correlation ~r50.98! between the sensitivity constantkERB
and probe threshold. The fact thatkERB is a direct function of
absolute probe threshold indicates that, in a hearing-impa
ear, masking begins when masker level is sufficient to
evate probe threshold in a normal ear to a level equal to
elevated absolute threshold in the hearing-impaired ear.
slope of this relation~0.995! is close to the average growth
of-masking slope in normal ears~0.96!. This suggests tha
sensitivity to ON-frequency masking was not abnormal
these hearing-impaired listeners at the frequency reg
where OFF-frequency masking was measured, i.e., crit
ratios were within normal limits.

C. OFF-frequency growth-of-masking parameters

Growth-of-masking parameters for OFF-frequency co
ditions were noticeably different in hearing-impaired a
normal-hearing ears. Table III contains the fitting parame
b and k for the OFF-frequency masking conditions.
normal-hearing ears, average growth-of-masking slopes~b!
varied with probe frequency from 1.32 at 650 Hz to 1.65
1020 Hz, remained relatively constant up to 1607 Hz, a
then decreased to 1.28 at 2020 Hz. The largest growth
masking slope of 1.96 was exhibited by subjecthiwr at a
probe frequency of 1280 Hz. Masking sensitivity constan
k, increased with probe frequency, which indicated that s
sitivity to masking decreased with probe frequency, i
largerk values indicated reduced sensitivity to masking. F
OFF-frequency masking, the interceptk in Eq. ~3! can be
interpreted as the amount of reduction in masker inten
provided by the auditory filter at the probe frequency, ank
is inversely related tok by Eq. ~4!; therefore, the masking
2192 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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TABLE III. Growth-of-masking parameters for OFF-frequency conditio
~signal within masker spectrum! from normal-hearing subjects~bold! and
subjects with sensorineural hearing loss~italics!. Fm5masker center fre-
quency~200-Hz bandwidth!. Fp5probe frequency.b5growth-of-masking
slope. k5level of masker~Lm! at probe threshold~Tp! where masking
begins~in dB SPL!.

OFF-frequency conditions~signal above masker spectrum!
Fm5
Fp5

420 Hz
650 Hz

420 Hz
814 Hz

420 Hz
1020 Hz

420 Hz
1280 Hz

420 Hz
1607 Hz

420 Hz
2020 Hz

Subject b b b b b b
hiwr 1.30 1.68 1.92 1.96 1.75 1.28
jlkr 1.20 1.31 1.34 1.31 1.51 1.11
rafr 1.46 1.52 1.68 1.73 1.76 1.46
NH Ave 1.32 1.50 1.65 1.67 1.67 1.28
gmbl 1.51 1.93 1.87 1.53 1.60 0.76
pjbr 1.27 1.39 0.64 0.97 0.39 •••
rehl 1.48 1.88 1.94 1.92 1.83 1.55
rwpr 1.49 1.41 1.91 1.74 1.42 1.05
jkhr 0.87 1.01 0.72 0.70 0.74 0.69
rjcr 0.94 0.97 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.45
sxor ••• ••• 1.56 1.41 0.82 0.77
jpkr 0.82 0.75 0.94 0.58 0.56 0.44
jror 0.84 0.76 0.65 0.66 0.94 0.57

Subject k k k k k k
hiwr 45.7 59.2 65.2 71.9 75.6 68.1
jlkr 44.9 53.7 57.5 61.3 67.5 60.3
rafr 51.4 56.8 69.2 72.6 76.9 78.2
NH Ave 47.3 56.6 63.9 68.6 73.3 68.9
gmbl 64.3 70.7 69.0 72.7 84.1 83.2
pjbr 52.1 57.2 51.5 87.6 62.5 •••
rehl 47.5 58.5 61.7 65.6 68.1 68.8
rwpr 61.8 67.6 74.3 76.7 81.2 72.0
jkhr 53.2 74.9 69.7 69.9 81.1 78.8
rjcr 66.9 78.5 75.6 74.0 81.1 76.5
sxor ••• ••• 60.5 65.9 76.6 68.3
jpkr 65.0 72.7 79.5 78.2 82.6 79.3
jror 67.5 71.5 69.1 76.7 84.9 84.3
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FIG. 4. Fitting parameters for growth-of-masking functions from normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners for OFF-frequency masking condit
masker was a 200-Hz-wide noise band with an upper edge at 520 Hz. Panel a: Growth-of-masking~GOM! slopes~b! as a function of probe frequency. Dat
for normal-hearing subjects are shown by dark filled symbols, with the average~NHave! shown by the solid line. Data for hearing-impaired subjects are sho
by open and shaded symbols coded by subject. Data derived from ON-frequency masking~Fp5500 and 520 Hz! are also shown for comparison. Panel
Normalized slopes~b8!, which are GOM slopes~b! relative to the average normal-hearing slopes at each probe frequency, are plotted as a function of
of hearing loss. Data for normal-hearing~NH! subjects are shown by plus symbols and data for hearing-impaired subjects are shown by filled symbol
by probe frequency. The straight line is the best-fitting least-squares regression to the data, the results of which are included within the inset. Panel
sensitivity~k! plotted as a function of probe frequency. Data derived from ON-frequency masking~Fp5500 and 520 Hz! are also shown for comparison. Pan
d: Normalized sensitivity~k8!, the difference betweenk and the averagek from normal-hearing ears at each probe frequency, as a function of the amou
hearing loss. Statistics of the regression and of the group differences are shown within the insets. Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence limits~62.1 sd!.
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sensitivity constantk can be thought of, at least in part~ig-
noring signal-to-noise ratio at masked threshold!, as the at-
tenuation ~in decibels! of masker effectiveness by th
auditory filter at the probe frequency. Larger values ofk
indicate more attenuation by the auditory filter and, con
quently,less sensitivityto OFF-frequency masking. Thus, a
probe frequency increased above the edge of the mas
attenuation in masker intensity provided by the auditory fil
increased from 47 dB at 650 Hz to 69 dB at 2020 Hz, wh
would be expected for increased frequency distance betw
masker and probe given a fixed set of filter characteristic

Growth-of-masking slopes~b! from hearing-impaired
listeners for OFF-frequency conditions were sometim
more gradual~shallower! than in normal-hearing ears at th
same probe frequencies. Figure 4~a! shows growth-of-
masking slopes as a function of probe frequency. Six of
hearing-impaired listeners~p jbr, jkhr, r jcr , sxor, jpkr,
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and j ror ! exhibited growth-of-masking slopes more gradu
than normal at most of the probe frequencies. These sub
had substantial hearing losses at those probe frequen
The other three hearing-impaired listeners~gmbl, rehl, and
rwpr!, who had normal-hearing or mild hearing losses at
probe frequencies, exhibited growth-of-masking slopes w
within or above the range of normal~except forgmbl at
2020 Hz!. Steep growth-of-masking slopes were exhibited
these subjects, despite the fact that they had substantial h
ing losses at higher frequencies. This suggests that hea
loss above the probe frequency does not reduce growth
masking slopes at the probe frequency; if anything, it m
increase them, as will become apparent later.

Figure 4~b! shows normalized growth-of-masking slop
~b8! as a function of the amount of hearing loss at the pro
frequency. Slopes for individual ears were expressed rela
to the average slope in normal-hearing ears at each p
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frequency, thereby removing the confounding effects
slope changes with probe frequency seen in Fig. 4~a!. Those
normalized slopes were then fit to a power function of pro
threshold intensity~I T! relative to average normal thresho
intensity ~I N! as in

b85m~ I T /I N!n, ~6!

wherem andn are fitting constants. Figure 4~b! shows that
growth-of-masking slopes decreased in an orderly fashio
hearing loss increased. A least-squares regression indic
that a significant inverse relation~p,0.00001! existed be-
tween growth-of-masking slope and hearing loss@see inset in
Fig. 4~b!#. Growth-of-masking slopes decreased by a fac
of 0.83 ~10n520.08! for every 10-dB increase in amount o
hearing loss. For a hearing loss of 8.4 dB the normali
slope predicted by Eq.~6! was 1.0; for a hearing loss of 7
dB the normalized slope was 0.3. These results indicate
hearing loss at the probe frequency reduced the slope o
growth of masking in a predictable way. Given an eleva
probe threshold, reduced growth-of-masking slopes can
predicted by Eq.~6! with some degree of accuracy, irrespe
tive of probe frequency.

Notice also in Fig. 4~b! that data from hearing-impaire
ears who had normal-hearing or mild hearing losses at pr
frequencies below 1500 Hz~gmbl, rehl, andrwpr! exhib-
ited growth-of-masking slopes that tended to be sligh
larger~steeper!, at probe frequencies of 814, 1020, and 12
Hz, than those from normal-hearing ears~see Table III!. This
is reflected bym51.18 from the regression betweenb8 and
I T/I N @see inset in Fig. 4~b!#, and could have been largel
due to the data from only one subject,rehl, who exhibited
absolute thresholds better than 10 dB HL at all the pro
frequencies below 3 kHz and sizable hearing losses abo
kHz. However, an additional regression betweenb8 and
I T/I N , without subjectrehl, yielded essentially the same re
gression parameters. This suggests that, for OFF-frequ
conditions, growth-of-masking slopes in regions of norm
hearing may tend to be slightly steeper when hearing
exists at higher frequency regions. This finding should
considered with some caution, however, because only t
normal-hearing ears were tested. Had more been tested,
haps some of them would have exhibited slopes as large
or larger than, subjecthiwr.

Sensitivity to OFF-frequency masking was slightly r
duced in hearing-impaired listeners. Figure 4~c! shows the
sensitivity constant,k, as a function of probe frequency. Th
average values ofk in normal-hearing ears, along with th
95% confidence limits specified by62.1 standard deviations
are shown in the figure for comparison. Values ofk for lis-
teners with hearing loss tended to be slightly larger than
listeners with normal hearing, particularly at probe freque
cies of 650 and 814 Hz, which indicates reduced sensiti
to masking at those probe frequencies~largerk values reflect
poorer sensitivity to OFF-frequency masking!.

Figure 4~d! shows normalized masking sensitivity co
stants ~k8! as a function of probe threshold for norma
hearing and hearing-impaired ears. Sensitivity constants~k!
for individual ears are expressed relative to the averag
normal-hearing ears at each probe frequency, thereby rem
2194 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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ing the confounding effects of changes with probe freque
seen in Fig. 4~c!. Figure 4~d! shows that normalized sens
tivity constants increased moderately with increased hea
loss. A linear least-squares regression indicated a signifi
relation ~p50.02! existed between normalized sensitivi
and probe threshold@see inset in Fig. 4~d!#. As a group,
sensitivity constants exhibited by listeners with hearing lo
were significantly larger than normal~t54.7,p,0.0001!. On
average, listeners with hearing loss exhibited sensitivity c
stants that were 7.6 dB larger than normal, which indica
that sensitivity to masking at frequency regions above
masker is slightlyreducedcompared to listeners with norma
hearing, i.e., masker levels required to produce eleva
probe thresholds were, on average, about 7 dB greater
those required in normal-hearing ears.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Growth of masking for OFF-frequency masking
conditions

1. More gradual growth-of-masking slopes in the
presence of hearing loss

The principal finding of the present study is that, on
signals are amplified to overcome the sensitivity loss ass
ated with a cochlear hearing loss, growth-of-masking slo
for upward spread of masking decrease with hearing loss
predictable way. Three previous studies reported growth
masking slopes from listeners with sensorineural hearing
in sufficient detail to allow accurate comparisons with t
present results. Figure 5 shows the growth-of-masking slo
obtained in those studies. They are replotted here in the s
form as the present data@Fig. 4~a!#, except that slopes ar
plotted as a function of frequency ratio between probe a
masker because the three studies used different maskers
ure 5~a! shows results from Smits and Duifhuis~1982!, who
reported growth-of-masking functions from three listene
with sensorineural hearing loss, along with average grow
of-masking functions from two normal-hearing listene
They used a 50-Hz-wide noise band centered at 1 kHz a
masker. Growth-of-masking functions from their figure
were digitized and fit to Eq.~3! to derive growth-of-masking
parameters. Figure 5~b! shows results from Stelmachowic
et al. ~1987!, who reported growth-of-masking slopes fro
five hearing-impaired ears along with the average slo
from five normal-hearing ears. They used 100-Hz-wide no
bands as maskers and a probe tone at 2000 Hz. Figure~c!
shows results from Murnane and Turner~1991!, who ob-
tained growth-of-masking functions from nine listeners w
sensorineural hearing loss and three normal-hearing listen
using a 1

3-oct band of noise centered at 1 kHz as a mask
They fitted their growth-of-masking functions using on
those masked thresholds greater than 5 dB above abs
probe threshold, and reported the growth-of-masking slo
they obtained from each listener.

From Fig. 5, it is apparent that the overall pattern
results is similar across these three studies employing dif
ent masker frequencies and masker bandwidths, and
similar to that seen in the present study@see Fig. 4~a!#. For
comparison purposes, slopes from normal-hearing ears in
present study are plotted in each panel~shaded squares!. In
2194elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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FIG. 5. Growth-of-masking slopes from three previous studies of upward spread of masking, plotted as a function of the frequency ratio betw
frequency and the upper-edge frequency of the masking band. Dark filled squares are the average slopes obtained from normal-hearing listeners i
~NH Ave!. Shaded squares are the average slopes obtained from normal-hearing listeners in the present study. Other unfilled and shaded sym
hearing-impaired listeners from each study coded by subject. Fp5frequency of the probe. Fm5center frequency of the masker~bandwidth in parentheses!.
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normal-hearing ears, growth-of-masking slopes are near
where probe and masker spectra overlap. Growth-of-mas
slopes increase as the probe/masker frequency ratio
creases, until, at a frequency ratio of 2.0 and above the
erage slope reaches asymptote around a slope of about
In hearing-impaired ears, growth-of-masking slopes tend
cluster around a slope of 1.0 where probe and masker sp
overlap, and as probe/masker frequency ratio increases
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slopes tend to remain near unity or become more grad
Considerable variability exists between individual hearin
impaired listeners, which reflects the degree of hearing l
at the probe frequency, as shown below.

Figure 6~a! shows normalized slopes~b8! as a function
of amount of hearing loss, calculated for data from two
the previous studies and the present study. Notice that
malized slopes from the previous studies essentially ove
lized
jects

e
mits
FIG. 6. Growth-of-masking fitting parameters from the present study and two previous studies of upward spread of masking. Dark symbols5data for
hearing-impaired subjects from the present study. Shaded symbols5data for hearing-impaired subjects from Smits and Duifhuis~1982!. Open symbols5data
for hearing-impaired subjects from Murnane and Turner~1991!. 1 symbols5data for normal-hearing subjects from the present study. Panel a: Norma
growth-of-masking slopes~b8! plotted as a function of amount of hearing loss~dB HL!. The least-squares regression line is shown for the combined sub
~solid line!, with the regression results included in the upper inset.3 symbols5slope-reduction factors~a! from Nelson and Schroder~1996!. Dashed
line5regression line fora, with regression parameters given within the lower inset. Panel b: Normalized sensitivity constant~k8! plotted as a function of
amount of hearing loss~dB HL!, wherek85kHI2kNH ~averagek for normal-hearing ears subtracted fromk for an individual hearing-impaired ear, at the sam
probe frequency!. Statistics of the regression and of the group differences ink8 are shown within the insets. Thin dashed lines indicate 95% confidence li
~62.1 sd!.
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the normalized slopes obtained in the present study. The
rameters defining changes in normalized slope as a func
of hearing loss for the previous studies essentially fell
either side of the parameters for the present data. Le
squares regressions betweenb8 and hearing loss, Eq.~6!,
yielded values ofm of 1.42 and 1.15 for the Smits and Dui
huis~1982! and the Murnane and Turner~1991! data, respec-
tively, compared to 1.18 for data from the present study
values ofn of 20.10 and20.07, respectively, compare
with 20.08 for the present data. Thus, there is remarka
good agreement between the results of three separate in
tigations of the growth of masking for upward spread
masking, despite nearly an octave difference in the freque
region over which measurements were made~520-Hz upper
edge in the present study and 1-kHz center frequencies
the other two studies!. As indicated within the upper inset o
Fig. 6~a!, a least-squares regression of the combined d
using Eq.~6! yields the fitting constants:m51.21 andn5
20.083. This indicates that normalized slopes decrease
factor of 0.83~10n! for every 10 dB of hearing loss. With
10-dB hearing loss at the probe frequency, but hearing los
higher frequencies, the predicted normalized slope is 1.0.
a hearing loss of 75 dB, the predicted normalized slope
0.3.

Such good agreement among studies with differ
maskers suggests that the parameters derived from gro
of-masking slopes in the present study should allow accu
predictions of upward spread of masking in persons w
sensorineural hearing loss to be made from measuremen
upward spread of masking slope in normal-hearing ears
ing a wide range of maskers. Given the growth of mask
slope in normal-hearing ears, for a specific low-frequen
masker and a higher-frequency probe, the predicted s
can be obtained from Eq.~6! using the values ofm51.21
andn520.083 and the amount of hearing loss at the pro
frequency. Further research is needed to test this possib

These results support the inferences about growth
masking slopes made by Nelson and Schroder~1996!, who
determined that reduced masking release by envelope
tuations in listeners with hearing loss could be accounted
by a presumed reduction in the slope of the growth of ma
ing. Although they did not measure growth-of-maski
slopes, the slope-reduction factors they derived to fit th
data implied that growth-of-masking slopes should be
versely proportional to the amount of hearing loss. T
slope-reduction factors~a! they derived to fit their QFM-
masker data are replotted in Fig. 6~a! ~3 symbols! for com-
parison with the normalized growth-of-masking slopes~b8!
obtained in the present study. As indicated within the low
inset of Fig. 6~a!, a least-squares regression fora using Eq.
~6! yields the fitting constants:m50.99 andn520.102. This
indicates that growth-of-masking slopes implied bya de-
creased by a factor of 0.79 for every 10 dB of hearing lo
The actual reduction in growth-of-masking slopes combin
across the three studies evaluated here was slightly les
0.83 for every 10 dB of hearing loss. When fit with the line
equation used previously by Nelson and Schroder~1996!, the
fitting parameters compare favorably with the parame
shown in Eq.~2!: b8520.129~HL!11.13. The change in
2196 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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growth-of-masking slopes with hearing loss observed in
present study is essentially the same as that predicted
Nelson and Schroder to account for reduced masking rele
in regions of hearing loss. They suggested that masking
lease was reduced in hearing-impaired ears because gro
of-masking slopes decrease with amount of hearing lo
which implies an increase in response growth with amoun
hearing loss. Thus, the ‘‘linearized response growth’’ exp
nation for reduced masking release offered by Nelson
Schroder would appear to be reasonable.

2. Steeper slopes at normal-hearing frequencies with
hearing loss at higher frequencies

A value ofm51.21 for the combined data implies tha
growth-of-masking slopes at probe frequencies with norm
hearing ~0 dB HL! are larger~steeper! than normal when
hearing loss exists at higher frequencies. This implies t
high-frequency hearing loss may affect slopes in regions
normal hearing at lower frequencies. One explanation
this may be that normal-hearing growth-of-masking slop
are limited by tails of excitation patterns at higher pro
levels. At higher probe levels, growth of response at the p
of the probe excitation pattern may be limited by compr
sion, while growth of response at the high-frequency tail
the probe excitation pattern may be more linear becaus
the lower excitation levels on the tail of the excitation pa
tern. Steeper probe response growth should result in m
gradual growth of masking. Thus, the slope of the growth
masking might be reduced by the steeper response grow
higher frequency regions. The tendency toward stee
slopes from hearing-impaired ears, with near normal pro
thresholds but considerable hearing loss at higher frequ
cies, may reflect the reduced extent of excitation-pattern t
in regions of high-frequency hearing loss~Schroderet al.,
1994!. Further research with high-pass noise to mask exc
tion pattern tails in normal-hearing ears might provide so
insight into this phenomenon.

3. Reduced masking sensitivity in ears with hearing
loss

Another finding of the present study was that the sen
tivity constant~k!, was slightly larger in ears with hearin
loss than observed in ears with normal hearing. This sugg
that sensitivity to upward spread of masking is slightlyre-
ducedfrom what is observed in ears with normal hearing~a
largerk value indicates less sensitivity to masking!. Figure
6~b! shows normalized sensitivity~k85kHI2kNH! from the
present study compared with the same parameters from
growth-of-masking functions obtained by Smits and Du
huis ~1982!. Masking sensitivity in their hearing-impaire
subjects did not differ significantly from masking sensitivi
exhibited by their average normal curve. However, ev
when their data are combined with ours the mean differe
in masking sensitivity of 5.86 dB, between normal-heari
and hearing-impaired data, reaches statistical significanc~t
53.9, p50.0002!.

The slightly largerk values from subjects with hearin
loss could be interpreted as indicating they required a lar
signal-to-noise ratio at masked threshold than did
2196elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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normal-hearing subjects. However, the earlier analysis
ON-frequency sensitivity constants showed that critical
tios were essentially normal. This reduced masking sens
ity ~largerk values! could also be interpreted as sharper
tering by the auditory filter at these probe frequencies, wh
is contrary to expectations of reduced auditory filtering in
presence of a hearing loss. However, the fact that largek
values than normal tend to occur at 650 and 814 Hz@Fig.
4~c!#, and the fact that they occur for subjects with the hig
est probe thresholds at those frequencies~r jcr and jkhr!,
suggests an alternative interpretation. If masking at 650
814 Hz involved spread of physical energy to those f
quency regions, as is the case for ON-frequency mask
then one would expect elevatedk values based on the resul
presented earlier for ON-frequency masking, which indica
that ON-frequency masking does not begin until the mas
level is equal to probe absolute threshold@Fig. 3~b!#.

It should also be noted that the present method of e
mating k, which involves extrapolation to probe thresho
can be problematic when the slopes of the growth-
masking vary across subjects. However, in the present c
slopes of the growth-of-masking in hearing-impaired e
were more gradual, which would tend to lower estimates
k, not elevate them.

Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that upwar
spread of masking in the hearing-impaired ear begins
slightly higher masker levels than in the normal-hearing e
Thisdoes notsupport the idea that listeners with hearing lo
are more susceptible to upward spread of masking~threshold
shift!, or that they are hypersensitive to excitation
maskers on the tails of tuning curves, or that a low-freque
masker actually produces more excitation at higher frequ
cies in an ear with hearing loss. The higher masked thre
olds observed in regions of hearing loss, which have b
interpreted as excessive upward spread of masking, are
marily due to an elevated absolute threshold at the pr
frequency,I T in Eq. ~3!, which is associated with a loss o
sensitivity ~cochlear gain! at the probe frequency only. Sen
sitivity to masking by low-frequency sounds is not drama
cally affected, or, if it is, there is a slight decrease in sen
tivity ~slightly higher masker levels are needed!.

4. Estimating response-growth exponents in hearing-
impaired ears

Recently, animal studies have revealed changes in
basilar membrane~BM! transfer function associated with co
chlear damage, which are consistent with the more grad
growth-of-masking slopes observed here in regions of h
ing loss. Both BM studies~Yateset al., 1990; Ruggero and
Rich, 1991; Ruggeroet al., 1993, 1996! and neurophysi-
ological studies~Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Harrison, 198
Gorga and Abbas, 1981a, 1981b! report results consisten
with the concept that, in normal-hearing ears, excitation b
tone at its characteristic frequency~CF! involves a relatively
nonlinear~compressed! BM transfer characteristic~exponent
,1!, whereas excitation by a tone much lower in frequen
~below CF! involves a morelinear basilar membrane transfe
characteristic~exponent>1!. In ears with cochlear damage
threshold is elevated and the BM transfer characteristi
2197 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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‘‘linearized’’ ~Ruggero and Rich, 1991; Ruggeroet al.,
1993, 1996!, presumably because the active gain mechan
is disrupted. This suggests that excitation by a probe ton
a region of hearing loss is subject to a morelinear BM trans-
fer characteristic than in a region of normal hearing~Stelma-
chowicz et al., 1987; Oxenham and Moore, 1995; Moor
1996; Oxenham and Moore, 1996!. This ‘‘linearized re-
sponse growth’’ ~LRG! associated with cochlear damag
should lead to steeper than normal response growth~sensory
excitation! to a probe tone in the region of hearing los
which, according to the following reasoning, would transla
to a more gradual slope to the growth of upward spread
masking.

If it is assumed that masked threshold for a probe ton
reached when the response to the probe tone (Rp) exceeds
the response to the masker (RM) by some critical ratio (k),
as in

k5RP /RM , ~7!

then it can be shown that the growth-of-masking slope,~b!
reflects the LRG characteristic of cochlear damage. Respo
growth to a probe tone or a masker can be represented
power function of stimulus intensity relative to absolu
threshold at the probe frequency (I T), as in

RP5~11I P /I T!p and RM5~11I M /I T!q, ~8!

with p andq reflecting exponents for BM transfer characte
istics for the probe and masker, respectively. Given th
relations, one can then solve for the intensity of a probe
masked threshold as in

I P5~„k~11I M /I T!q…1/p21!* I T , or ~9a!

I p5~k1/p~11I M /I T!b21!* I T , with b5q/p. ~9b!

Since the BM transfer function for a low-frequency mask
at a higher-frequency place is assumed to be relatively lin
one can setq>1. Thenp becomes proportional to 1/b. In a
normal ear, the nonlinear BM transfer function for a pro
tone at some frequency above the masker would lead
value ofp,1; therefore, the slope of the growth of maskin
bNRM , would be greater than 1. In an ear with sufficie
hearing loss to affect the active gain process, the BM tran
function is linearized, which would lead to a value ofp>1;
therefore, the slope of the growth of masking,bHLS , would
be more gradual than in a normal ear~>1!. Thus, it appears
that the LRG associated with cochlear hearing loss may
crease the response growth exponent for the probe tone~p!
but not for the masker~q!; consequently, the slope of th
growth of masking~bHLS! is reduced from what it is in the
normal-hearing ear.

Unfortunately, response growth to a probe tone~p! in a
hearing-impaired ear cannot be directly estimated by 1/b val-
ues for all of the probe frequencies tested in the pres
study, because the probe/masker frequency ratios used
varied from 1.25 up to 3.88, andq51 can only be assume
for large probe/masker frequency ratios, perhaps ratios of
or greater. However, one can estimate response growth
probe and masker in a normal ear at each probe freque
and then specify response growth in the impaired ear fr
the change in growth-of-masking slopes relative to norma
2197elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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each probe frequency. In this way one obtains an estimat
normalized response growth, which can be examined in
pendent of probe frequency.

Estimation of probe and masker response growth fr
growth-of-masking slopes in the normal-hearing ear is ill
trated in Fig. 7. The upper curve shows growth-of-mask
slopes from the average normal-hearing ear as a functio
frequency ratio between probe and masker. For freque
ratios of 2.0 and larger, the average growth-of-masking sl
is around 1.67. At these large probe/masker frequency ra
the assumption ofq51 is reasonable, thus the growth
response to the probe tone~p! becomes 1/b, or p>0.60. As
indicated by the bottom curve, it is also reasonable to ass
that response growth for a probe tone is the same~p>0.60!
at all probe frequencies over this limited range of probe f
quencies, even though compression varies with level,
cause the probe levels at masked threshold are all rou
within the same range for all probe frequencies. Then, fr
Eq. ~9!, response growth for the masker~q! at different
probe/masker frequency ratios becomesp/b. The middle
curve in Fig. 7 shows that response growth to the mas
increases from just below 0.60 where probe and mas
spectra overlap to 1.0 for large frequency ratios. When
masker and probe are close together they are both subje
to the same compressive nonlinearity given by the 0.60
ponent. Since the slope of the growth of masking~b! is given
by q/p, the growth-of-masking slope is near 1.0. As t
masker is moved farther from the probe, toward lower f

FIG. 7. An illustration of how slopes for probe response growth~p! and
masker response growth~q! were inferred from growth-of-masking slope
~b! in normal-hearing ears. From Eqs.~7!–~9! growth-of-masking slopes
were shown to be related to slopes of masker and probe response grow
b5q/p. Based on reports of basilar membrane measurements in the li
ture, probe response growth~p! was calculated by assumingq51 ~linear
masker response growth! for large frequency ratios between probe a
masker, thenp became 1/b and masker response growth becameq5p/b.
2198 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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quencies, it is subjected to less nonlinearity and its respo
growth approaches linearity. Thus, at large probe/masker
quency ratios, the growth-of-masking slope becomes
0.60, or 1.67.

At the largest frequency ratio~3.88! where the probe
frequency is at 2020 Hz, the average growth-of-mask
slope decreased to 1.28. The masker levels are abou
same as those required for the next lower probe freque
~1607 Hz!, as indicated by the values ofk in Fig. 4~c!, the
probe levels at masked threshold are within the same ra
and the growth-of-masking functions were as well fit by E
~3! as at the lower probe frequencies, yet growth-of-mask
slopes were reduced. We can find no adequate explana
for this result, except that the acoustic reflex may have
tenuated the low-frequency masker more than the high
frequency probes. If that were so, one might expect to
some roll-over in the individual masking functions at high
masker levels where the acoustic reflex might begin to pla
role. That, however, was not the case for any of the in
vidual masking functions at 2020 Hz. Of the four studi
examined here, only the Stelmachowiczet al. ~1987! study
examined frequency ratios as large@Fig. 5~b!#. Their slopes
also showed a tendency to be reduced slightly at large
quency ratios. Further research is needed to explain the
duction in masking slope at very large probe/masker f
quency ratios.

Relative response growth at the probe frequency
hearing-impaired ears can be estimated from the chang
observed masking slopes relative to the slopes obtained f
normal-hearing ears. Response growth relative to nor
hearing is illustrated in Fig. 8. The upper set of data points
Fig. 8 ~solid circles! shows relative response-growth exp

by
ra-

FIG. 8. Response growth normalized to average response growth
normal-hearing listeners at each test frequency~1/b8! is shown for the
normal-hearing listeners in the present study~1 symbols! and for the
hearing-impaired listeners combined from three studies~dark filled circles!.
If normal-hearing response growth at the probe frequency isassumedto
have a slope ofp50.30, then response growth~p/b8! in ears with hearing
loss~shaded symbols! varied from 0.25 at 0 dB HL~normal compression! to
1.0 at 75 dB HL~linear response growth!. Regression statistics are show
within the insets.
2198elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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nents ~1/b8! calculated from the normalized growth-o
masking slopes~b8! combined from three studies and show
in Fig. 6~a!. It can be seen that relative response-growth
ponents increase as a power function of threshold inten
relative to normal threshold intensity~see upper inset!. Rela-
tive response-growth exponents vary from near normal a
dB HL to more than three times normal at 70 dB HL. Th
reasoning suggests that response growth increases by a
of about 1.2 for every 10 dB of hearing loss~100.083!.

Values of p/b8 can provide estimates of absolu
response-growth exponents in hearing-impaired ears, if
assumes an average value for the response growth expo
~p! in normal-hearing ears. In Fig. 7 a value ofp50.60 was
derived for normal probe response growth by assumingq51
for large probe/masker frequency ratios. This value op
yields estimates of absolute response-growth exponent
hearing-impaired ears from around 0.60 at 0 dB HL
around 2.0 at 75 dB HL. A response-growth exponent of
for a hearing loss of 75 dB is inconsistent with BM measu
ments that suggest the system is linear~p51.0! in the pres-
ence of cochlear damage~Ruggero and Rich, 1990, 1991
Ruggeroet al., 1993, 1996!. Thus it appears that our re
sponse growth estimates are in error by about a factor of
our estimate of normal-hearingp is reduced by a factor of 2
~to p50.30!, then absolute response growth estimates
hearing-impaired ears become consistent with BM tran
characteristics. This is shown by the bottom set of d
points in Fig. 8, which showp/b8 calculations as a function
of amount of hearing loss, withp50.30. With a factor of 2
adjustment to the exponent for normal response grow
response-growth exponents in hearing-impaired ears
from around 0.25 at 0 dB HL to around 1.0 at 75 dB H
Now response growth is linear for a large sensorineural h
ing loss, which is consistent with BM transfer characterist
in the presence of cochlear damage. Furthermore, no
response growth at the probe frequency is more consis
with BM transfer characteristics found in undamaged
chleas~p50.20! and it is also consistent with exponents f
the growth of loudness in normal-hearing ears~p50.30!.

One possible complicating factor might be our failure
take suppression mechanisms into account~Javel et al.,
1983; Delgutte, 1990!. The BM transfer characteristics wer
measured with single tones that would not reflect supp
sion. The simultaneous-masking measures made here
normal-hearing ears most certainly involved suppression
the masker at the probe frequency, in addition to swamp
of neural response at the probe frequency due to excita
by the masker. Therefore, accurate estimates of probe
sponse growth from simultaneous growth-of-masking d
should probably include a slope adjustment for the effect
suppression, such asp51/b2s, wheres is the exponent de
fining the growth of suppression with intensity, which, fro
our factor of 2 error, might be around log~2!50.30. How-
ever, the situation is likely to be much more complex b
cause suppression varies with frequency ratio between p
and masker. Further research is needed to clarify this is
An obvious approach would be to obtain growth-of-mask
slopes under nonsimultaneous masking conditions wh
suppression effects will not occur. Recently, a respo
2199 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997 D. A. N
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growth exponent of 0.16 was derived for moderate sig
levels with a 6-kHz probe tone and a 3-kHz nonsimultane
masker by Oxenham and Plack~1996, 1997!, which is more
in line with what one might expect at moderate probe leve
and is consistent with the interpretation here that suppres
may reduce growth-of-masking slopes and elevate estim
of response growth.

B. Growth of masking for ON-frequency masking
conditions

Results of the present study indicated that, for heari
impaired subjects, growth-of-masking slopes for O
frequency conditions were not markedly different from no
mal. Slopes did not change with probe frequency or w
probe threshold. These are conditions where the spectru
the masker and the probe are the same and subject to
same BM transfer function and the same cochlear nonline
ties. In this situation, detection threshold may involve t
physical addition of stimulus power from masker and pro
before exciting the auditory system, as compared to the O
frequency case where the combined sensory respons
stimuli at different frequencies very likely involves differen
BM transfer functions and cochlear nonlinearities for mas
and probe.

For ON-frequency conditions, masking began when
power within an auditory-filter bandwidth was approx
mately equal to absolute threshold at the probe frequen
Examination of individual data in Fig. 3~b! indicates that
masking sensitivity seemed to be slightly greater~sensitivity
constantsk were smaller! in some of subjects with large
hearing losses, which could mean that critical masking ba
in those subjects might have been wider. This interpreta
is consistent with results reported by Nelson~1991!, where
markedly abnormal tuning was only seen when abso
thresholds exceeded 60 dB SPL. That abnormal tuning
exhibited by abnormal downward spread of masking, not
normal upward spread of masking, i.e., only the hig
frequency sides of forward-masking psychophysical tun
curves were flatter than normal. However, that explanatio
problematic because the masking bands were not more
2.5 ERBs wide, which should only lead to a 4-dB reducti
in k. An alternative explanation might be that those subje
with larger hearing losses exhibited smaller sensitivity co
stantsk because their internal noise effectively had a larg
variance requiring a larger signal-to-noise ratio to reach
tection threshold.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! OFF-frequency growth-of-masking slopes decrease w
amount of sensorineural hearing loss in a predicta
fashion. An analysis of results from four studies of u
ward spread of masking that employed different types
low-frequency maskers indicates that growth-of-mask
slopes decrease as a power function of threshold sti
lus intensity relative to normal threshold intensity, i.e
growth-of-masking slopes decrease by a factor of ab
0.8 for every 10 dB of hearing loss. The parameters
rived from growth-of-masking slopes in the prese
2199elson and A. C. Schroder: Response growth and hearing loss
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study should allow accurate predictions of upwa
spread of masking in persons with sensorineural hea
loss to be made from measurements of upward sprea
masking in normal-hearing ears.

~2! More gradual OFF-frequency growth-of-masking slop
from ears with hearing loss reflect steeper-than-nor
response growth slopes at the probe frequency. Assu
tions about underlying physiological mechanisms lead
the conclusion that probe-tone response-growth ex
nents vary from around 0.3 at 0 dB HL to near 1.0 at
dB HL.

~3! Subjects with normal hearing at the probe frequency,
significant hearing loss at higher frequency regions, m
exhibit larger~steeper! than normal growth-of-masking
slopes in regions of normal hearing. This could reflec
reduction in excitation pattern tails associated with hig
frequency hearing losses.

~4! Sensitivity to OFF-frequency masking is slightlyre-
ducedin regions of hearing loss, i.e., upward spread
masking begins at slightly higher masker levels in p
sons with hearing loss than in persons with normal he
ing. Persons with sensorineural hearing loss exh
higher masked thresholds primarily because they h
elevated absolute thresholds at the probe freque
which is due to a loss of active gain at that frequen
they do not demonstrate an excessive response to lo
frequency maskers~excessive upward spread of excit
tion!.

~5! ON-frequency growth-of-masking slopes are appro
mately the same in normal-hearing and hearing-impa
ears, although more gradual slopes in some subjec
frequencies with larger hearing losses suggest additio
research is needed with subjects who have large amo
of hearing loss.

~6! ON-frequency masking begins when effective mas
power within the auditory-filter bandwidth at the prob
frequency reaches elevated absolute threshold at
probe frequency.

~7! Growth-of-masking functions are well fit as a pow
function of masker intensity. Curvilinear masking fun
tion, observed for masked probe thresholds near abso
probe threshold~small amounts of masking!, are well fit
by assuming a power summation at the probe freque
between an internal representation of masker inten
and an internal noise at absolute threshold intensity.
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